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Abstract. We prove existence and non-existence results for geodesics avoiding a-separated
sets on a surface of negative curvature.
1. Introduction
This paper is motivated by the following question:
Suppose that M is a compact surface equipped with a Riemannian metric of
pinched negative curvature −b2  K  −a2 < 0. Does there exist a proper
closed subset W of the unit tangent bundle SM invariant under the geodesic
flow ’t V SM ! SM such that .W/ D M , where  V SM ! M is the
footpoint projection?
Note that by ergodicity W has Liouville measure zero in SM . In the special case of constant
curvature, Burns and Pollicott [BP] gave a positive answer. The existence of W follows
from Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 1.1. (Burns, Pollicott) Let M D 0nH2 be a quotient of the hyperbolic plane
H
2 by a discrete torsion-free group 0 of isometries, and let v0 2 SM be a non-recurrent
vector. Then there exists an " > 0 and for every point x 2 M a unit speed geodesic
γx V R ! M with γx.0/ D x such that d1. Pγ .t/; v0/  " for all t 2 R, where d1 denotes
the standard (Sasaki) metric on SM .
As a consequence, the set W VD fv 2 SM j d1.’t .v/; v0/  " 8t 2 Rg is a proper
closed ’t -invariant set with .W/ D M . Actually, a modification of the argument of Burns
and Pollicott (see §2) shows that the non-recurrence condition on v0 is not necessary. The
theorem is an easy consequence of the existence of geodesics avoiding certain open subsets
in hyperbolic space, which can be stated as in Theorem 1.2 below. Before we formulate
our results it is convenient to introduce the following notation.
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Definition. A subset  of a metric space .X; d/ is called a-separated (for some a 2
.0;1/) if d.x; x 0/  a for all distinct x, x 0 2 .
THEOREM 1.2. Let H2 be the hyperbolic 2-plane with a distinguished point o 2 H2. Let
  X be an a-separated subset with d.o; x/  a for all x 2 . Then there exists
" D ".a/ > 0 and a geodesic γ V R ! H2 with d.γ .R/;/  " and γ .0/ D o.
This result was proved by Burns and Pollicott under the additional assumption a  a0,
where a0 is a certain universal lower bound. We give a different argument to avoid
this assumption. We mention that Theorem 1.2 and the Burns–Pollicott result have a
generalization to rank-1 symmetric spaces.
The first main result of this paper is the construction of an example that shows that
Theorem 1.2 depends essentially on the fact that H2 is a symmetric space and that a
corresponding result fails in the variable curvature case.
THEOREM 1.3. Given  > 0 and a > 0, the space R2 can be equipped with a complete
smooth Riemannian metric g of sectional curvature −1 −   K  −1 C  such that there
exists an a-separated subset   R2 enjoying the properties:
(1) d.o; x/  a for all x 2 ;
(2) if γ V R ! .R2; g/ is a complete geodesic with γ .0/ D o, then d.γ .R/;/ D 0.
We remark that our example does not cover any compact or finite volume surface.
However, it shows that the methods of Burns and Pollicott cannot be generalized to the
variable curvature case.
We note that in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 it is essential to consider complete geodesics
γ V R ! X with prescribed origin o D γ .0/.
A closely related problem is the study of geodesic rays γ V T0;1/ ! X starting at a
prescribed point o. In this context one obtains two different analogs of Theorem 1.2. In
the first generalization we need a curvature pinching, in the second we need only an upper
curvature bound, but a lower bound on the separation number a.
THEOREM 1.4. Let b  1 and a > 0 be given. Then there exists a positive constant
" D ".b; a/ with the following property.
Let X be a complete simply connected surface with curvature −b2  K  −1 and let
  X be an a-separated subset. Then for each o 2 X, d.o;/  a=2, there exists a
geodesic ray γ V T0;1/ ! X with d.γ .T0;1//;/  " and γ .0/ D o.
The second generalization is based on arguments of [BP].
THEOREM 1.5. For every a > ln 2 there exists an " > 0 with the following property.
Let X be a complete simply connected surface with curvature K  −1, and let   X
be an a-separated subset. Then for each o 2 X, d.o;/  a=2 there exists a geodesic ray
γ V T0;1/ ! X with d.γ .T0;1//;/  " and γ .0/ D o.
In this theorem, we do not suppose that X is smooth, and the condition K  −1 is
understood in the usual Alexandrov comparison sense. Moreover, Theorem 1.5 is true for
an arbitrary Hadamard space X with curvature K  −1 and extendable geodesics whose
space of directions at every point x 2 X contains at least three elements (see §4). Thus
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Theorem 1.5 is true for R-trees, but the last condition excludes simplicial trees which give
easy counterexamples.
Surprisingly, the lower bound ln 2 D 0:693 : : : in Theorem 1.5 cannot be essentially
improved. Already for a  1=3 the theorem is not true as the following result shows.
THEOREM 1.6. For every a, 0 < a  1=3 there exists a complete simply connected
surface X with curvature K  −1 which contains an a-separated subset   X such that
every geodesic ray γ V T0;1/ ! X passes arbitrarily close to points of .
We give examples of singular as well as C1-smooth surfaces X satisfying Theorem 1.6.
The smooth example is considerably more complicated than the singular one.
As a general reference for non-positively curved spaces we recommend for
instance [Ba].
2. Geodesics avoiding open subsets in hyperbolic space
In this section we prove Theorems 1.2, 1.4 and the result of Burns and Pollicott
(Theorem 1.1) without the non-recurrence condition on v0. We start with a theorem on
the existence of geodesic rays (instead of complete geodesics) which stay away from the
"-neighborhood of a discrete subset. Our result is a generalized version of Theorem 1.4.
THEOREM 2.1. Let a > 0, ‘ 2 N and b  1 be given. Then there exists " D ".a; ‘; b/ > 0
such that the following holds. Let X be a complete simply connected surface with curvature
−b2  K  −1 and   X a subset with the properties:
(1) d.o;/  a=2 for a distinguished point o 2 X,
(2) for all x 2 X we have jBa.x/ \ j  ‘, where Ba.x/ denotes the ball of radius a
around x.
Then there exists a ray γ V T0;1/ ! X with d.γ .T0;1//;/  " and γ .0/ D o.
Proof. We choose geodesic polar coordinates T0;1/  S1 around o 2 X. For an interval
I  S1 we use the notation L.t; I / for the length of the spherical interval .t; I /  X.
We need the following estimate.
LEMMA 2.1. Let I  S1 be a closed interval, s and T real numbers such that L.s C
T ; I/  a. Then
j \ .Ts; s C T U  I/j 

T
a

C 2

 ‘;
where d e denotes the integer part.
Proof. Let  VD dT=ae C 1 and choose x 2 I such that p D .s C   T=; x/ is the
midpoint of the spherical interval .s C   T=; I/ for  D 0; : : : ; . An easy calculation
shows that
Ts; s C T U  I 
[
D0
Ba.p/;
thus by assumption (2) of Theorem 2.1 the lemma follows. 2
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On the set f.t; I / j t  a=3; I  S1g of spherical intervals, we define a dilatation
function at the time T as
DilT .t; I / D L.t C T ; I/
L.t; I /
:
LEMMA 2.2. There exist functions f D f .b; T /, g D g.b; T / such that
g.b; T /  DilT .t; I /  f .b; T /
for all T > 0 and all spherical intervals .t; I /, and g.b; T /=T ! 1 as T ! 1.
Proof. By the standard comparison theorems, one can take
f .b; T / D c0 exp.bT /; g.b; T / D c1 exp.T /
for appropriate constants c0, c1 > 0, which depend only on b. 2
We now fix a constant T > 0 with g.b; T /  3m, where m > 2.dT=ae C 2/  ‘, and
an  with   f .b; T /  a. Let t−1 D 0 and tn D a=3 C nT for n  0. We construct a
sequence I0  I1  I2     of closed intervals in S1 such that the following properties
hold for all n  0:
(i) L.tn; In/ D 3,
(ii) .tn; InC1/ is contained in the middle third of .tn; In/,
(iii) .Ttn−1; tnU  In/ \  D ;.
Choose first an arbitrary interval I0 such that L.t0; I0/ D 3. Clearly .Tt−1; t0U  I0/ \
 D ; by assumption (1) on . Assume, inductively, that the interval In has already been
constructed and choose I 0n  In so that .tn; I 0n/ is the middle third subinterval of .tn; In/.
During the time T between tn and tnC1 the interval .tn; I 0n/ expands to the size
L.tnC1; I 0n/ D DilT .tn; I 0n/L.tn; I 0n/  f .b; T /    a:
Next we divide .tn; I 0n/ into m subintervals all with the same length =m. Using
Lemma 2.1 we have .Ttn; tnC1U  I 00n / \  D ; for one of them, I 00n . During the time
T it expands to the size
L.tnC1; I 00n / D DilT .tn; I 00n /L.tn; I 00n /  g.b; T /  =m  3:
Now choose InC1  I 00n so that L.tnC1; InC1/ D 3. It is clear that InC1 has the desired
properties.
Let now v 2 S1 be a vector from \n0In. We claim that γv.t/ D .t; v/ satisfies the
required properties. Suppose .t; w/ 2 . Choose n 2 N such that tn−1  t  tn. We have
by construction that
.t; v/ 2 Ttn−1; tnU  InC1  Ttn−1; tnU  In
and .t; w/ =2 Ttn−1; tnU In by (iii). It follows from (ii) that the distance between γv.t/ and
.t; w/ measured on the distance sphere of radius t is bounded below by
L.tn; In/
3  f .b; tn − t/ D

f .b; tn − t/ :
Note that 0  tn − t  T and T depends only on a, ‘ and b. Hence there exists
" D ".a; ‘; b/ > 0 with d.γv.T0;1//; .t; w//  " for all .t; w/ 2 . 2
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The symmetry of H2 allows us to get a version for complete geodesics.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be the hyperbolic plane H2. For a > 0 and ‘ 2 N there exists
"1 D "1.a; ‘/ > 0 such that for any set  as in Theorem 2.1 there exists a complete
geodesic γ V R ! H2, γ .0/ D o, such that d.γ .R/;/  "1.
Proof. Let  V H2 ! H2 be the reflection at the origin o. Define 0 VD  [ ./. Then
.0/ D 0. Since  is an isometry, 0 satisfies the properties:
(10) d.o;0/  a,
(20) for all x 2 H2 we have jBa.x/ \ 0j  2‘.
By Theorem 2.1 there exists a ray γ V T0;1/ ! H2 with γ .0/ D o and
d.γ .T0;1//;0/  "1 D ".a; 2‘/. Let γ also denote the complete extension γ V R ! H2,
then γ .R/ D γ .T0;1//[ .γ .T0;1///. Thus by the  -invariance of 0 we conclude that
d.γ .R/;0/  "1. 2
An easy modification of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, allows us to choose the
initial vector Pγ .0/ in a given interval. To get the following result one has merely to choose
the ‘initial’ interval I0 in the proof of Theorem 2.1 appropriately.
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be the hyperbolic plane H2. For given a > 0, ‘ 2 N and  > 0
there exists "1.a; ‘; / > 0 such that for any set  as in Theorem 2.1 and any w 2 SoH2
there exists a complete geodesic γ V R ! H2, γ .0/ D o, such that d.γ .R/;/  "1 and
d1. Pγ .0/; w/  .
We are now able to prove the result of Burns and Pollicott without the non-recurrence
condition on v0.
THEOREM 2.4. Let M D 0nH2 be the quotient of H2 by a discrete torsion-free group 0
and let v0 2 SM be arbitrary. Then there exists " > 0 and for every point x 2 M a unit
speed geodesic γx V R ! M with γx.0/ D x such that d1. Pγ .t/; v0/  " for all t 2 R.
Proof. Let p V H2 ! M be the universal covering. Let  VD p−1..v0// and x a point
in p−1.x/. There exists a > 0 such that for distinct points q1; q2 2  the condition
d.q1; q2/ > 2a holds.
We first assume that Ba.x/ \  D ;. Then by Theorem 2.2 there exists a geodesic
γ V R ! H2, γ .0/ D x with d.γ .R/;/  "1. Obviously, γx VD p  γ satisfies the
required conditions.
Let us finally consider the case Ba.x/ \  6D ;. Since d.q1; q2/ > 2a for any two
distinct points in , we see that Ba.x/ \  consists of only one point y. Let v0 2 S NyH2
be the vector with p; Ny.v0/ D v0, where p; Ny is the differential of the map p at the point
y 2 H2. The following result is rather obvious and not difficult to prove.
LEMMA 2.3. There exists "2 > 0 such that for every x 2 H2 and every v0 2 SH2 there is
a vector w 2 S NxH2 with the following property.
For all u 2 S NxH2 with d1.u;w/ < "2 we have d1. Pγ Nu.t/; v0/  =4 for all t 2 R. Here
γ Nu is the geodesic with Pγ Nu.0/ D u.
Now choose w as in Lemma 2.3 and let  VD  n fyg. By Theorem 2.3 there
exists "1 D "1.a; 1; "2/ > 0 such that there is a complete geodesic γ V R ! H2
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and "nC1,
respectively
FIGURE 1. Construction of the radii tn.
with γ .0/ D x, d.γ .R/;/  "1 and d1. Pγ .0/; w/  "2. By Lemma 2.3 we infer that
d1. Pγ .t/; v0/  =4 for all t 2 R. Therefore, the geodesic γx D p  γ V R ! M satisfies
d1. Pγx.t/; v0/  minf"1; =4g for all t 2 R. 2
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section we construct an example which proves Theorem 1.3. We first give an outline
of the construction and later we fill in the necessary details.
We write the space R2 in planar polar coordinates as T0;1/  S1 and choose a
monotonically decreasing null sequence ."n/n2N with "1 D 1. In an inductive process,
which we describe more precisely below, we construct an increasing sequence 0 <
t1 < t2 <    of ‘radii’ and a sequence .kn/n2N of odd integers. Then we divide
the plane into sectors Sn; D T0; tnU  T. − 1/  =ln;   =lnU,  D 1; : : : ; 2ln, with
ln VD k1  k2    kn. Note that ln is odd for all n 2 N. We will define (warped product)
metrics gn; on Sn; of the form dt2 C f 2n;.t/ d2,  D 1; : : : ; 2ln, where the warping
function fn; V T0; tnU ! T0;1/ is a positive smooth function such that fn; .0/ D 0,
Pfn;.0/ D 1 and Rfn; .t/  0 for all t . The functions will be chosen such that the sectional
curvature satisfies Kgn jSn; D − Rfn;=fn; 2 T−1 − ;−1 C U. This choice for the metric
implies, in particular, that we have rotational symmetry within a sector Sn; .
Let Cn be the circle of radius tn around the origin. This circle is divided into the intervals
Cn; VD ftng  T. − 1/  =ln;   =lnU,  D 1; : : : ; 2ln. We will choose the metric g in
such a way that Cn; has length "n for  odd and length 1 for  even. Then we choose n
to be the set of the midpoints pn; VD .tn; .2 − 1/  =2ln/,  D 1; 3; : : : ; 2ln − 1, of the
odd intervals Cn; . Thus, the concentric circles Cn are alternately divided into two types
of intervals, namely intervals of length "n (called small intervals) and intervals of length 1
(called large intervals). Finally, we put  D [n1n.
Let us assume that we have constructed a metric g with these properties. Consider a unit
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speed geodesic γ V R ! .R2; g/, γ .0/ D o. Note that on the one hand, if γ .tn/ 2 Cn;
and  2 f1; : : : ; lng then γ .−tn/ 2 Cn;lnC and, on the other hand, if γ .tn/ 2 Cn;
and  2 fln C 1; : : : ; 2lng then γ .−tn/ 2 Cn;−lnC . Since we have 2ln  2 mod 4 by
construction, γ .tn/ lies in a small interval if and only if γ .−tn/ lies in a large interval.
We show that this implies that d.γ .R/;/ D 0. Assume that d.γ .T0;1//;/   > 0
and let n be so large that "n < 2. Since d.γ .tn/;/  "n=2, the point γ .tn/ is contained
in a large interval, thus γ .−tn/ is contained in a small interval. Hence d.γ .−tn/;/  "n
for all n large enough and therefore d.γ .R/;/ D 0 as claimed.
We now fill in the details of the construction. We are given the sequence ."n/n2N , and
we have to construct inductively tn, kn and the warping functions fn; ,  D 1; : : : ; 2ln,
where ln D QniD1 ki . The condition on the length of the intervals Cn; corresponds to the
condition that
fn;.tn/ D ln

 "n; for  odd
and
fn;.tn/ D ln

 1; for  even:
Note that "1 D 1. This enables us to choose the metric to be the standard hyperbolic
metric near the origin. We may choose for example k1 D 3, t1 D arcsinh.3=/ and
f1;.t/ D sinh.t/,  D 1; : : : ; 6.
Let us assume that we have already constructed kn, tn and fn; ,  D 1; : : : ; 2ln. In
the next step we have to construct knC1, tnC1 and fnC1; . In order to do so we need the
following extension lemma and its corollary.
LEMMA 3.1. Let ta be a positive real number and f V T0; taU ! T0;1/ be a non-negative
smooth function satisfying the differential inequality
−1 −   − Rf .t/
f .t/
 −1 C ; for some constant  2 .0; 1/; (3.0.1)
for all t 2 .0; taU together with the initial conditions
f .0/ D 0 and Pf .0/ D 1: (3.0.2)
Let sinhC.t/ VD sinh.p1 C 1t/ and sinh−.t/ VD sinh.p1 − 1t/, where 1 is some
constant in .0; /. Consider the family Ff of C1 extensions of f , Ff D f Nf V T0;1/ !
T0;1/ j Nf is a C1 function satisfying (3.0.1) for all t 2 .0;1/ and such that
Nf jT0;taU D f g.
Moreover, let
Ff .t/ VD fg.t/ j g 2 Ff g
be the slices of Ff .
Then there exists a real number tb D tb.f / > ta depending on the given function f
such that
Tsinh−.t/; sinhC.t/U  Ff .t/; 8t  tb:
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Consider the C1 function ’ V T0; taU ! T1 − ; 1 C U defined by
the differential equation ’ D Rf =f (i.e. ’.t/ is the modulus of the sectional curvature at
t 2 T0; taU). Let ’ V T0;1/ ! T1 − ; 1 C U be an extension of ’. Then the solution of
the differential equation ¨¯f = Nf D ’ with initial conditions Nf .0/ D 0 and ˙¯f .0/ D 1 is an
extension of f , hence Nf 2 Ff .
Let ’0; ’1 V T0;1/ ! T1−; 1CU be C1 functions with ’0jT0;taU D ’ D ’1jT0;taU and
’0jTtaC1;1/  1 − , ’1jTtaC1;1/  1 C . Let ’s VD s’0 C .1 − s/’1, s 2 T0; 1U,
and let the solutions of ¨¯f s= Nfs D ’s , Nfs 2 Ff , be C1 extensions of f . Note thatNf1jTtaC1;1/.t/ D A1 sinh.
p
1 C t/ C B1 cosh.
p
1 C t/, where A1 C B1 > 0, since
Nf1j.0;1/ is positive and convex. Thus Nf1.t/ > sinhC.t/ for t large enough because of
 > 1. Similarly, Nf0.t/ < sinh−.t/ for t sufficiently large. Hence, we conclude by
the continuous dependence of the Nfs on the parameter s that f Nfs.t/ j s 2 T0; 1Ug 
Tsinh−.t/; sinhC.t/U for t sufficiently large. 2
It is not difficult to generalize Lemma 3.1 to finitely many functions.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let ta be a positive real number and f1; : : : ; fN V T0; taU ! T0;1/ be
non-negative convex C1 functions satisfying the differential inequalities
−1 −   − Rfi.t/
fi.t/
 −1 C ; i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng;
for all t 2 .0; taU together with the initial conditions fi.0/ D 0 and Pfi.0/ D 1 for all
i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng.
Then there exists a real number tb D tb.f1; : : : ; fN/ > ta depending on the given
functions f1; : : : ; fN such that for any given   tb and arbitrary si 2 Tsinh−.t/; sinhC.t/U
there exist extensions Nfi 2 Ffi with Nfi. / D si for all i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng.
We now complete the induction step. We will apply Corollary 3.1 to the functions fn; ,
 D 1; : : : ; 2ln, for ta D tn. Now choose tnC1 such that
tnC1  tb.fn;1; : : : ; fn;2ln / (3.0.3)
and in addition
sinhC.tnC1/ − sinh−.tnC1/
sinh−.tnC1/
 3
"nC1
: (3.0.4)
Next we choose knC1 to be the largest odd number such that
1

 knC1  ln D 1

 lnC1  sinhC.tnC1/: (3.0.5)
It remains to construct fnC1; for  D 1; : : : ; 2lnC1. Fix  2 f1; : : : ; 2lnC1g and let
 2 f1; : : : ; 2lng be the number such that SnC1;  Sn;. In order that the metric on
T0; tnC1US1 is an extension of the metric on T0; tnUS1, the new corresponding warping
function fnC1; has to be an extension of fn;. To have the required length condition
on the interval CnC1; we have to choose fnC1; .tnC1/ D .lnC1=/  "nC1 for  odd and
fnC1;.tnC1/ D .lnC1=/  1 for  even.
By (3.0.3) and Corollary 3.1 the existence of these extensions is guaranteed if we show
that T"nC1  .lnC1=/; .lnC1=/U  Tsinh−.tnC1/; sinhC.tnC1/U. Now inequality (3.0.5)
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implies that lnC1=  sinhC.tnC1/. Since knC1 is the largest odd number satisfying (3.0.5),
we have
1

 .knC1 C 2/  ln > sinhC.tnC1/: (3.0.6)
Using (3.0.4) we obtain
sinhC.tnC1/ 

3
"nC1
C 1

sinh−.tnC1/ >
3
"nC1
sinh−.tnC1/: (3.0.7)
Because of ln < lnC1 we get from (3.0.6) and (3.0.7) that
sinh−.tnC1/ <
"nC1
3
 .knC1 C 2/  ln

D "nC1
3
 lnC1

C 2"nC1
3
 ln

< "nC1  lnC1

:
The metric constructed so far is not smooth. So finally we indicate how to make it
smooth. This is done in two steps. In the first step we modify the construction in such
a way that on a sequence .Tsn; sn C 1U  S1/n2N of annuli the metric coincides with the
hyperbolic metric. By standard methods one proves the following.
LEMMA 3.2. Let f V T0; taU ! T0;1/ be as in Lemma 3.1. Then there exist a number
tc D tc.f / > ta and a function Nf 2 Ff with Nf jTtc;1/.t/ D sinh.t/.
Combining Lemma 3.2 with Corollary 3.1 one can obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let f1; : : : ; fN V T0; taU ! T0;1/ be as in Corollary 3.1. Then there
exist constants tb.f1; : : : ; fN/ and tc.f1; : : : ; fN / with tb > tc C 1 > tc > ta such that
for any given   tb and all si 2 Tsinh−.t/; sinhC.t/U, i D 1; : : : ; N , there are extensions
Nfi 2 Ffi with Nfi. / D si for all i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng and Nfi jTtc;tcC1U D sinhjTtc;tcC1U.
If we use the extension in this way, the metric is not smooth on a locally finite set of
slits of the form T; U  v with real numbers  < . We now show how to smooth the
metric on these slits. We identify v with 0 2 S1. In a small box . − ";  C "/  .−"; "/,
" > 0, the metric is of the form
dt2 C f 2C.t/  d2; for   0;
dt2 C f 2−.t/  d2; for   0;
and fC.t/ D f−.t/ D sinh.t/ for t 2 . − ";  C "/ and t 2 . − ";  C "/.
We take a suitable partition of unity ; 1 −  on .−"; "/ and consider the metric
dt2 C T./  fC.t/ C .1 − .//  f−.t/U2  d2:
Note that the new metric is smooth and coincides with the old metric near the boundary of
the box. Moreover, an easy calculation shows that the curvature satisfies the same pinching
and the lines T; U   are still geodesics. Thus we obtain a smooth metric with the same
properties as the non-smooth one. 2
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.5
In §2 we proved Theorem 1.4, which is a generalization of the result of Burns and Pollicott.
There we developed a different approach to avoid the lower bound on the separation
number a which is essential in the argument of [BP]. The original argument in [BP],
however, has the advantage that it does not need the lower curvature bound and hence is
also valid in the context of singular spaces.
In this section we elaborate these methods and prove Theorem 1.5. While the idea of
the argument is clear, the proof itself is technical since we want to obtain an ‘optimal’
lower bound for the separation constant. The bound ln 2 seems to be optimal for this type
of argument, and the example of Theorem 1.6 shows that it is close to the optimal constant.
We briefly sketch the idea of the argument. We call an "-ball around a point ! 2 
an ‘obstacle’. We start with an arbitrary ray from o and follow this ray until we hit the
first obstacle. Then we modify the ray so that we avoid the obstacle, and we follow the
modified ray until we hit the next obstacle. The main point is to show that the sum of all
later modifications does not destroy what we have done in the first steps.
We prove the result in the following setting.
THEOREM 4.1. For every a0 > ln 2 there exists an "0 > 0 with the following property.
Let X be a complete CAT .−1/-space with extendable geodesics such that the space of
directions at every point contains at least three elements, and let   X be an a0-separated
subset. Then for each o 2 X, d.o;/  a0=2 there exists a geodesic ray γ V T0;1/ ! X
with d.γ .T0;1//;/  "0 and γ .0/ D o.
4.1. The choice of constants. We fix a1 with ln 2 < a1 < a0 and choose a 2 .ln 2; a1/,
" > 0 such that the following conditions hold:
ea1−a < ea1 − 1I (4.1.1)
2.cosh " − 1/  "2e2.a1−a/I (4.1.2)
a1 C 10"  a0: (4.1.3)
4.2. An estimate for triangles in H2. For T > 0, n 2 N let 1T;n  H2 be an
isosceles triangle, 1T;n D ox 0T y 0T , d.o; x 0T / D d.o; y 0T / D T C na1 with the base length
d.x 0T ; y 0T / D ". We put zn.T / D d.xT ; yT /, where the points xT 2 ox 0T , yT 2 oy 0T satisfy
d.o; xT / D d.o; yT / D T .
LEMMA 4.1. For each T > 0, n  0 we have
znC1.T / < "e−.aCna1/:
Proof. The function zn D zn.T / strictly increases on .0;1/ as it is easy to see if one puts
together the bases of corresponding triangles 1T;n, 1T 0;n. Using formulas of hyperbolic
trigonometry, we obtain
cosh zn.T / D cosh2.T / − sinh2.T / cos ;
where  D 6 o.xT ; yT /. On the other hand,
cosh " D cosh2.T C na1/ − sinh2.T C na1/ cos ;
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thus
cosh zn.T / D cosh2.T / − sinh2.T /cosh
2.T C na1/ − cosh "
sinh2.T C na1/
:
A simple calculation now shows that
lim
T !1 cosh zn.T / D 1 C .cosh " − 1/e
−2na1:
Therefore, cosh zn.T / − 1 < .cosh " − 1/e−2na1 for all T > 0. By (4.1.2) we have
z2n.T /
2
< cosh zn.T / − 1 < "
2
2
e−2.aC.n−1/a1/:
Hence
zn.T / < "e
−.aC.n−1/a1/: 2
4.3. The construction of a required geodesic ray γ . We start with the following
construction of a geodesic ray γ with the required properties.
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that o, ! 2 X with d.o; !/ > 5" and that a point y 2 X,
d.y; !/ D ", is the closest point of the segment oy to !. Let x0 2 oy be the point with
d.y; x0/ D 4". Then there exists a ray γ  X starting at o with d.γ; !/  " such that for
the point x1 2 γ with d.o; x1/ D d.o; x0/ we have d.x0; x1/ < ".
Proof. Let x 2 o! be the point of o! which is closest to x0. By convexity of the distance
function we have d.x0; !/  4", d.x; x0/ < ", in particular, d.x; !/  3".
Assume, first, that x 6D x0. Then there exists a y1 2 X such that x0 2 xy1 and
d.x0; y1/ D ". Now let γ  X be a ray outgoing from o, for which y1 2 γ . Then x
is the point of o! closest to y1 and "  d.x; y1/ < 2". In particular, by convexity of
the distance function, we have d.!; γ n Toy1//  " and d.x0; x1/ < " for x1 2 γ with
d.o; x1/ D d.o; x0/.
Furthermore, the segment ox 0  γ is separated from ! by the distance > " for x 0 2 γ
with d.o; x 0/ D d.o; x/, because x 2 o! and d.x; !/  3". Thus, if one would suppose
that d.γ; !/ < ", then any x 00 2 γ with d.!; x 00/ < " would lie between x 0 and y1. For
that point we would have d.x 00; y1/ < d.y1; x/ < 2" and
d.x0; !/  d.x0; y1/ C d.y1; x 00/ C d.x 00; !/ < " C 2" C " D 4":
This contradicts the condition d.x0; !/  4". Thus d.γ; !/  ".
Assume now that x D x0. By hypothesis, the direction space to X at x contains at least
three elements. It follows that there exists z 2 X n o! as close as we like to x. Hence, the
arguments above are applicable to x0 D z. 2
We put
"0 VD "

1 − e
a1−a
ea1 − 1

:
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By (4.1.1) we have "0 > 0, and it follows from Lemma 4.1 thatX
n1
zn.T / < " − "0
for each T > 0.
For each ! 2  we consider the closed ball B".!/ of radius " around !. Using the
fact that the geodesic segments in X are extendable, we move from o along a geodesic ray
until we hit a next obstacle. Let yk be the meeting point with kth obstacle B".!k/ which
lies on a ray γk  X with the initial point o, d.yk; !k/ D ", k  1. By Lemma 4.2, there
is a ray γkC1  X outgoing from o such that γkC1 \ B".!k/ D ; and for x1k 2 γkC1,
d.x1k ; o/ D d.x0k ; o/ the condition d.x0k ; x1k / < " holds, where x0k 2 oyk, d.x0k ; yk/ D 4".
Then we continue our trip along γkC1.
This procedure gives the sequence fx0k g  X. We claim that the sequence of geodesic
segments ox0k converges to a ray γ with γ .0/ D o and d.γ;/  "0.
To prove this, we first note that
d.x1k ; x
0
kC1/  a1; for every k  1: (4.3.1)
Indeed, d.x1k ; x
0
kC1/  d.!k; !kC1/ − d.x1k ; !k/ − d.x0kC1; !kC1/  a0 − 10"  a1 by the
choice (4.1.3).
Next, we consider points xik−i 2 ox0k , i D 1; : : : ; k − 1 defined by the condition
d.o; xik−i/ D d.o; x0k−i /. It follows from (4.3.1) that d.xik−i ; xi−1k−.i−1//  a1 for each
i D 1; : : : ; k − 1.
Now fix a T > 0. There is a k  0 such that d.o; x0k / < T  d.o; x0kC1/, where
x00 VD o. Then for the point x1 2 ox0kC1 with d.o; x1/ D T , we have d.x1;/  " by the
construction of the segment ox0kC1. This generates a sequence of points xn 2 ox0kCn, n  1
with d.o; xn/ D T . By the construction, we have xn 2 xnk xn−1kC1 , thus d.xn; x0kCn/ 
.n − 1/a1. Recall that we also have d.x0kCn; x1kCn/ < ". Applying Lemma 4.1 to a
comparison triangle in H2 for the triangle ox0kCnx1kCn  X, we obtain
d.xn; xnC1/  zn.T / < "e−.aC.n−1/a1/:
In particular, fxng is a Cauchy sequence and hence the segments ox0k converge to a ray γ
as k ! 1. Furthermore, for the point x D limn xn 2 γ we have d.o; x/ D T and
d.x; x1/ 
X
n1
zn.T / < " − "0;
thus d.x;/  "0. Therefore, d.γ;/  "0. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1
and Theorem 1.5, respectively. 2
5. Proof of Theorem 1.6
We will first construct a singular metric g with the required properties. The metric g has
the constant curvature −1 on the complement Mg n a , and the tangent cone T!Mg at
each singular point ! 2 a is the Euclidean cone over the circle of length 3 . Second,
we construct a C1-smooth metric g possessing the required properties by smoothing the
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singular metric. Of course, the Gaussian curvature of the smooth g is not bounded from
below.
We start with describing a standard block   R2 which we use to construct a . In
the following, we use the polar coordinates .t; / 2 T0;1/  T0; 2/ on R2 around the
origin o.
Let g0 be the metric of constant curvature −1 given by ds20 D dt2 C .sinh t/2 d2,
M0 D .R2; g0/.
5.1. The construction of the standard block . We fix an integer p  3 and define
 D [n16n, where each 6n lies in
Tn; n C 1 − 1=pU  T0; U:
The set 6n consists of pn−1 subblocks 6in, i D 1; : : : ; pn−1, and the subblock 6in is
obtained by the counterclockwise rotation of 61n around o by the angle .i − 1/=pn−1. It
remains to describe the block 61n . It consists of p points !1n; : : : ; !
p
n , where
!in D .n C .i − 1/=p; .i − 1/=pn/:
We put 0 D  [ ./, where  V R2 ! R2 is the reflection at o, and consider , 0
as subsets of M0.
LEMMA 5.1. Every geodesic ray γ V T0;1/ ! M0 passes arbitrarily close to points
of 0.
Proof. One can assume that γ lies in the upper half-plane H2C D T0;1/  T0; U. Let
γ V T0;1/ ! H2C be the ray asymptotic to γ with γ .0/ D o. By reparametrizing γ we
can assume that d.γ .t/; γ .t// ! 0 for t ! 1.
The radial projection 6n of 6n to the half-circle SnC1 D fn C 1g  T0; U consists of
pn points
!in D .n C 1; .i − 1/=pn/; i D 1; : : : ; pn;
which subdivide SnC1 into pn equal arcs. Thus
d.γ jTn;nC1U;6n/  d.γ jTn;nC1U;6n/ 

pn
sinh.n C 1/ ! 0
as n ! 1, since p  3 > e. Because the Hausdorff distance Hd.γjTn;nC1U; γ jTn;nC1U/ ! 0
for n ! 1 we conclude that d.γ;6n/ ! 0. 2
5.2. The construction of a singular metric g. We take a D 1=p. The set 0  M0
constructed in §5.1 satisfies d.o;0/ D 1  a, and any !, !0 2 0 with distinct distances
from o are separated by a distance  a. However, 0 is not an a-separated set. Points
! 2 6in, !0 2 6iC1n with d.o; !/ D d.o; !0/ are arbitrarily close to each other for n
sufficiently large.
To remedy this, we make a slit s! along the ray Tt!;1/  f!g for each ! 2 0,
! D .t!; !/, and glue in it a copy of the upper half-plane H2C. For that, we identify the
right-hand side sC! of s! with the ray T0;1/  f0g  @H2C and the left-hand side s−! of s!
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with T0;1/  fg  @H2C. We perform this starting with the lowest level points of 0, for
which t! D 1, and assume every time that if !0 2 0 lies on the slit ray Tt!;1/  f!g,
then !0 belongs to the left-hand side s−! of s!.
We call this construction the blow-up at 0. It defines a complete singular metric g1
on R2 of curvature  −1. Its singular set 1 can be identified with 0 via the obvious
projection M1 D .R2; g1/ ! M0. The metric g1 has the constant curvature −1 on the
complement M1 n 1, and the space of directions at any ! 2 1 is the circle of length 3 .
The blow-up at 0 separates each pair of blocks 6in, 6iC1n , n  1, and thus 1 is
a-separated. It follows from the construction and Lemma 5.1 that each geodesic ray
γ V T0;1/ ! M1, γ .0/ D o, passes arbitrarily close to points of 1. Hence, every
ray in X passes arbitrarily close to points of 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6
for the case of a singular metric g D g1.
5.3. The construction of a smooth metric g. We construct a smooth metric g from
Theorem 1.6 by smoothing a singular metric of the type described above in small
neighborhoods of singular points. However, to use the metric g1 from §5.2 would not
be appropriate, because for any smoothed metric g01 there exist geodesic rays starting at
o, missing 1 and with tails lying inside of glued sectors H2C, i.e. far away from 1.
Therefore, we need to modify g1. To this end, we recall that the upper half-plane H2C
carries an additional piece of information, namely, the standard block .
5.3.1. Construction of a singular metric g1. We start with the metric g1 (see §5.2).
The space M1 contains a copy H! of H2C glued into the slit s! for each ! 2 1. By the
construction, H! contains only two points of 1 both lying on the left-hand side of @H!:
! and !0 with d.!0; !/ D 1. Using the isometry H2C ! H!, we obtain a copy ! of the
standard block  in H!. It follows that ! \ 1 D ; for each ! 2 1.
Now we define
02 D 1 [
[
!21
!
and make the blow-up at 02 n 1. This gives a singular metric g2 on R2, whose singular
set 2 can be identified with 02 via the projection M2 D .R2; g2/ ! M1. Again, 2 is
a-separated in M2. Proceeding by induction, we obtain sequences of sets
0n D n−1 [
[
!2n−1
!;
singular metrics gn on R2 with singular sets n ’ 0n, and each n is a-separated in
Mn D .R2; gn/. The metric gn has the constant curvature −1 on the complement Mn nn,
and the space of directions at any ! 2 n is the circle of length 3 .
LEMMA 5.2. The sequence fgng converges uniformly on compact subsets of R2 to a
complete singular metric g1 of curvature  −1. The singular set 1 of g1 is a-
separated, d.o;1/ D 1, g1 has the constant curvature −1 on the complement M1n1,
where M1 D .R2; g1/, and the space of directions at any ! 2 1 is the circle of
length 3 .
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Proof. This follows from the fact that
d.o;0nC1 n n/ D n C 1
for each n  1, and hence the blow-up at 0nC1 n n changes nothing in the ball of radius
n centered at o. 2
5.3.2. Smoothing the metric g1. Let " V 1 ! RC be a positive function such that
".!/ depends only on the distance d.o; !/ in M1 and ".!/ ! 0 as d.o; !/ ! 1.
We assume, also, that ".!/ < a=2 for all ! 2 1. Smoothing the metric g1 in a
neighborhood U! of radius < ".!/ for each ! 2 1, we obtain a C1-smooth metric
g" of curvature  −1. We denote M" D .R2; g"/.
There is a 1-Lipschitz homeomorphism pro1 V M" ! M1, which is an isometry on
the complement
M1 n
[
!21
U!;
because the smoothing is local and does not decrease distances. Using it, we identify 1
with a  M" . Thus a is a-separated and d.o;a/  a.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Every geodesic ray γ V T0;1/ ! M" passes arbitrarily close to
points of a .
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is not true, and there is a  > 0 such that d.γ;a/  2
for some ray γ in M" .
By construction (see §5.3.1), the singular set 1  M1 is the union of n, n  1,
the singular sets of metrics gn, and n  nC1 for each n  1. We grade 1 by the rule
deg.!/ D inffn j ! 2 ng for ! 2 1. Using the obvious projection prn V M1 ! Mn,
we denote
H1! D pr−1n .H!/
for ! 2 1 of degree n.
By the assumption, the curve γ1 D pro1  γ in M1 has a geodesic tail γ, whose
-neighborhood misses the singular set 1, because ".!/ ! 0 as d.o; !/ ! 1. Every
H1!  M1 is convex and its boundary is geodesic. Hence, after entering an H1! the
geodesic γ never leaves it. Let
nγ D supfdeg.!/ j γ \ H1! 6D ;g:
First, we consider the case n D nγ < 1. Without loss of generality, one can assume
that γ  H1! with deg.!/ D n. Projecting γ into Mn via prn and using the same
notation γ for the image, we obtain that γ  H! passes at a distance at least  from !
(see §5.3.1). This contradicts Lemma 5.1.
Assume, second, that nγ D 1. Hence, γ enters H1! for arbitrarily large deg.!/. Let
fHk D H1!k g be the corresponding sequence of consecutive sectors, k the angle formed by
γ with the corresponding boundary ray s!k of Hk at the entering point xk into Hk (recall
that γ misses the !k and, hence, xk 6D !k). Projecting the picture into the hyperbolic
half-plane H!k via prn, n D deg.!k/, we consider the triangle 4k VD xkxkC1!k  H!k .
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Note that !kC1 is a point on the segment !kxkC1. Let ak be the area of the triangle 4k and
k VD 6 !k .xk; xkC1/ D 6 !k .xk; !kC1/. By the theorem of Gauss–Bonnet we have
kC1 D k − .ak C k/
and hence
ak; k −! 0 for k −! 1: (i)
First observe that the interior of 4k does not contain any ! 2 !k since the segment
xkxkC1 cannot intersect a slit of H!k . From the construction of the set !k there exists a
point !0k 2 !k contained in the angular sector determined by the geodesic segments !kxk
and !kxkC1 with
d.!0k; !kC1/  1: (ii)
Since !0k is not in the interior of 4k , the segments xkxkC1 and !0k!kC1 intersect in a point
pk . As k ! 0 by (i) the construction of the set !k implies that
d.!k; !kC1/ −! 1: (iii)
By the choice of  we have d.!kC1; xkxkC1/  . From this together with k ! 0 and
d.!k; !kC1/ ! 1 we infer that
d.!k; xk/ −! 1: (iv)
Because of d.!kC1; xkC1/ ! 1 by (iv) we obtain by using (ii) that
d.xkC1; pk/ −! 1: (v)
Since ak D area.4k/ ! 0 by (i), the area of the triangle pkxkC1!kC1 goes a fortiori to
zero if k tends to infinity. Now we use d.xkC1; pk/ ! 1 (by (v)) and d.!kC1; pk/  
by the choice of  together with area.pkxkC1!kC1/ ! 0 to conclude that the triangle
pkxkC1!kC1 is ‘almost degenerated’, i.e. for a subsequence .kj / of .k/ either kj VD
6
pkj
.xkj C1; !kj C1/ ! 0 or kj !  for j ! 1. If kj ! 0 then d.pkj ; xkj C1/ ! 1
(by (v)) and d.pkj ; !kj C1/  1 (by (ii)) imply that d.!kj C1; pkj xkj C1/ ! 0 for j ! 1.
If kj !  we conclude analogously that d.!0kj ; pkj xkjC1/ ! 0 for j ! 1. Both
alternatives contradict the property d.γ;1/  . 2
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6 for the case of a smooth metric g D g" . 2
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